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The Brain Boosting Diet
Garrett is a human detective in the fantastical city of TunFaire. And now he’s getting tangled up in the worst sort of laws Inlaws. Garrett is set to stow his wandering heart with his fiancée, Strafa Algarda. But for Garrett, even true love comes with
its share of headaches—namely, the Algarda family. Strafa’s family needs Garrett’s unique skills in the worst way. Rumors
are spreading that someone is organizing a Tournament of Swords—a brutal contest that magically compels the children of
sorcerers to battle until only one is left alive. The winner will absorb the power from those he has killed and thus become a
demigod. Strafa and her family want to protect her daughter, Kevans, from being forced to take part in the lethal
contestand they’ve asked Garrett to find out who is organizing the tournament and nip it in the bud. The only problem is
that finding the culprit is most likely impossible. But the Algardas are used to getting what they want.

Kitty Genovese: The Murder, the Bystanders, the Crime that Changed America
Every cook aspires to be a culinary diva who knows that glamorous, delicious food is easy. All you need are some basic
equipment and a few professional secrets and you'll be creating decadent dishes in no time. The authors of Diva Cooking
divulge these culinary secrets through their diva-dos and diva-don'ts lists that are part of every recipe. They include
information on how to adapt recipes to include the freshest seasonal ingredients, how to create beautiful garnishes and,
most importantly, how to save time doing it. Whether you want to serve tapas-style dishes or a five-course meal, this book
is essential for anyone who loves to entertain. Dinners of Seared Duck Breast with Balsamic Vinegar, Rosemary and Shallot
Sauce followed by Sweet Goat's Cheese, Orange and Almond Tart await you.
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The Diva Sweetens the Pie
The first in a terrific series by New York Times bestselling author Ellery Adams. Welcome to Hope Street Church, where
friendships are formed, fresh starts are encouraged, and mysteries are solved. Cooper Lee was at a crossroads. Her
boyfriend of five years had just left her for another woman, she was living in an apartment above her parents’ garage, and
her job as a copier repairperson was feeling a little, well, repetitious. Hoping for a fresh start and a new outlook on life, she
joins the Bible study group at Hope Street Church. The last thing she expects while studying the Bible is a lesson in murder.
When Brooke Hughes, the woman who first invited Cooper to Hope Street, is found murdered in her home, all signs point to
her husband as the culprit. But Wesley Hughes was an elder at Hope Street Church, and the members of the Bible study are
filled with disbelief that such a kind and loving man could take a life, much less his wife’s. Unwilling to let an innocent man
and friend be railroaded into prison, the Bible group decides to investigate on their own. As Cooper and this humorously
diverse group of people—including a blind folk artist, a meteorologist with a taste for younger women, and a soft-spoken
web designer who might be out to catch Cooper’s eye—dig deeper into the clues, they’re about to discover that finding the
truth sometimes takes a leap of faith. Includes heavenly recipes from Magnolia Lee’s kitchen! A Note from the Author: Dear
Reader, The Hope Street mysteries were originally published by St. Martin’s Press and written under the name Jennifer
Stanley. The titles, in order, were Stirring Up Strife, Path of the Wicked, and The Way of the Guilty. I have completely
rewritten all three novels and am now publishing them under the name Ellery Adams as The Path of the Crooked, The Way
of the Wicked, and The Graves of the Guilty. If you’ve read the original books, you will find the basic plot of the above titles
unchanged. My intention was to polish the writing in each installment and rerelease the novels as crisper, cleaner, more
engaging books. Stay tuned for forthcoming novels in the Hope Street mystery series as well. Thank you for supporting cozy
mysteries. Your friend, Ellery Adams

The Diva Haunts the House
On the day of the new Queen's coronation, a man from Lady Alexandra's past turns up unannounced in Merveille. Lord
Frederic intercepts him and discovers that Alex had left this man at the altar six months ago and now he was here to claim
her. The last thing Freddie wants is to get entangled with a woman. He liked to keep his options open, but now that he has
returned to Merveille for good, his mother is trying her damnedest to get him married off and producing the next Bingham
heir. When Alex asks for his help, he is only too eager to help her and maybe get his mother off his back in the process.
Alex hasn't told anyone the real reason she left everything she had worked so hard for in the States to return to Merveille
and take up the position of Queen Alyssa's personal assistant. But now the main reason for her flight from the US as turned
up on the palace's doorstep and she is backed into a corner. The only person that she can think of to help her is Freddie,
but she worries that getting too close to him might just do more harm than good. *This is a sweet romance
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The Big Chili
Sophie Watson investigates when a series of unfortunate mishaps, including a murder at the cookie swap, plague the
holiday season.

The Diva Paints the Town
First in a delicious new mystery series filled with casseroles, confidences, and killers Lilah Drake’s Covered Dish business
discreetly provides the residents of Pine Haven, Illinois, with delicious, fresh-cooked meals they can claim they cooked
themselves. But when one of her clandestine concoctions is used to poison a local woman, Lilah finds herself in a pot-load
of trouble… After dreaming for years of owning her own catering company, Lilah has made a start into the food world
through her Covered Dish business, covertly cooking for her neighbors who don’t have the time or skill to do so themselves,
and allowing them to claim her culinary creations as their own. While her clientele is strong, their continued happiness
depends on no one finding out who’s really behind the apron. So when someone drops dead at a church Bingo night
moments after eating chili that Lilah made for a client, the anonymous chef finds herself getting stirred into a cauldron of
secrets, lies, and murder—and going toe to toe with a very determined and very attractive detective. To keep her clients
coming back and her business under wraps, Lilah will have to chop down the list of suspects fast, because this spicy killer
has acquired a taste for homicide…

The Path of the Crooked
Sophie Winston gets wrapped up in a holiday murder in the fourth Domestic Diva mysteryincludes delicious recipes and
entertaining tips! It promises to be a jolly holiday for Sophie until a Scrooge steals the Christmas gifts from her family and
neighbors. The evil elf even pinches their Christmas dinners! Sophie quickly ends the neighbors’ finger-pointing by
organizing a toy swap for the kids, restoring the spirit of Christmas. But not for long When her sister-in-law’s father shows
up to the Christmas celebration with a diva girlfriend just a month after his separation, someone carries out everyone's
thoughts of murder. With relatives and friends under suspicion for the deadly deed, and Sophie’s detective boyfriend Wolf
out of town, it’s up to Sophie to chase this goose and cook it. Nobody ruins her Christmas!

Heir to Sevenwaters
In the fifth mystery in the New York Times bestselling Domestic Diva series, Sophie Winston is getting into the Halloween
spirit, but someone else is intent on mischief Sophie's decorations for a community haunted house are so good, it’s scary.
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Not to be outdone, rival domestic diva Natasha is throwing a spooktacular Halloween party at her house. But when Sophie
arrives, she discovers one of Natasha’s guests dead in a hair-raising Halloween display, and a pale, fanged partygoer
fleeing the scene. The cause of death is not immediately apparent, but the victim does have two puncture wounds on his
neck. While Sophie’s boyfriend, homicide detective Wolf, investigates, rumors start flying faster than witches on
broomsticks. Could the killer be a real vampire—the same one rumored to have lived in Sophie’s haunted house back when
it was a boardinghouse? Good thing a domestic diva never runs out of garlic Includes delicious recipes and entertaining
tips!

The Diva Runs Out of Thyme
When her horrible blind date is found dead in the house she has been hired to restore and she is the main suspect,
contractor Shannon Hammer investigates with the help of a handsome crime writer in order to clear her name.

Knit of the Living Dead
Domestic diva Sophie Winston finds trouble in spades in the sixth mystery in the New York Times bestselling series
Determined not to be a garden-variety diva, Sophie's neighbor, Natasha, cultivates a plan to shine on television—using
Sophie’s backyard. As the cast and crew of the makeover show Tear It Up With Troy bulldoze through her backyard—and
vacation—Sophie retreats to her perennial boyfriend Wolf’s to replace a dead rose bush. But her tender deed goes awry
when she digs up a purse belonging to Wolf’s missing wife. As speculations sprout, Wolf bolts, and then a body crops up in a
garden. Is Wolf’s thorny past raising a dead head? This is one case the domestic diva can’t let wither on the vine Includes
delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

A Royal Entanglement
The Vegan Divas Cookbook is a beautiful, elegant, and delicious cookbook full of healthy, cruelty-free fare from Fernanda
Capobianco, owner of the Vegan Divas Bakery in New York City. Fernanda began her confectionary career as a manager
and owner of the Payard Restaurant and Pastry shops in Rio de Janeiro. In The Vegan Divas Cookbook she makes vegan
cooking easy and accessible, with more than 75 recipes for sweet and savory dishes without butter, eggs, or refined sugars
and flour, accompanied by dozens of color photographs. Unlike many vegan cookbooks that rely heavily on grains and nuts,
her fresh and wholesome recipes offer all the benefits of a plant-based diet, plus a light and healthy dose of flavor. In The
Vegan Divas Cookbook, Fernanda guides you step-by-step through the basics of plant-based cooking and baking, offering
tips for stocking a healthier pantry and easy swaps to replace animal-based oils and fats for healthier, lighter dishes.
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Discover the secrets to her coveted low-cal desserts, including remakes of familiar classics like Chocolate Chip Cookies and
show-stopping treats like Lime-Raspberry Cheesecake Pie. Go guilt-free with savory lunches like Spiced Red Lentil and
Coconut Milk Soup, and stay low-fat and full-fiber with hearty loaf breads (some gluten-free) such as Jalapeno Corn Bread.

The Valedictorian of Being Dead
After a baker's feud leaves a shop employee murdered, Sophie Winston must sift through the clues to find the killer, all
while trying to plan a cupcake fundraising event. Original.

The Diva Spices It Up
Sugar and spice and murderous vice. That’s what pageants are made of… Normally Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
wouldn’t be caught dead at a beauty pageant, but when Mel’s mom asks them to provide cupcakes for the seventy-fifth
annual Sweet Tiara contest as a favor for her best friend, they can’t say no. Plus, between cooking up a daily display for the
three-day event and sponsoring a cupcake creation challenge for the participants, Fairy Tale Cupcakes will get great
publicity. But the world of pageants is even hotter than Mel’s kitchen. A high-strung judge and a pushy stage mom target
Lupe, a young friend of Mel and Angie’s, at the competition and aim to take her out—by any means necessary. When the
same judge shows up dead underneath Mel and Angie’s cupcake display, Lupe is crowned the lead suspect. Now Mel and
Angie will have to find the real killer quickly or Lupe may be strutting the catwalk in prison pinstripes…

Colters' Promise
THE FIRST PAWS & CLAWS MYSTERY FROM KRISTA DAVIS—A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! The Sugar Maple Inn in
Wagtail, Virginia, is the country's premiere vacation hot spot for pet owners who can’t bear to leave their furry friends
behind. But this tourist town smells trouble when a killer goes on the prowl Holly Miller's life has gone to the dogs. She has
no job, her boyfriend's former flame is sniffing around, and a scruffy but loveable Jack Russell Terrier is scattering crumbs
all over her borrowed car. Just when she thought things couldn't get worse, a troubling phone call about her grandmother
sends her rushing home to the family inn on Wagtail Mountain. The staff—and a frisky Calico kitten named
Twinkletoes—adopts Holly and her new dog on arrival. But someone in this friendly town is bad to the bone. One of the
employees at the inn has been killed in a hit-and-run accident—which is looking anything but accidental. Now Holly and her
furry companions will have to nose out the murderer before someone else gets muzzled. Delicious recipes for owners and
pets included!
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Wicked Bronze Ambition
"Of all the things I've lost, I miss memory the most." --Mark Twain This book is designed to help people cope with memory
loss through diet. Packed with over 200 recipes provided by well-respected Canadian cookbook author Norene Gilletz, each
of which receives a solid commentary from Dr Edward Wein, Brain Boosting Diet provides both solid health and nutritional
advice for people with memory loss, possible dementia, and even Alzheimer?s Disease (AD). Another important purpose of
the book is to show the reader how to slow down potential cognitive decline. It is augmented with lots of unusual, but
important Do You Know Health Facts: Our human hunter gatherer ancestors of 10,000 years ago had better nutrition than
our farming ancestors until a couple of hundred years ago. This was because the former ate a variety of foods they could
find, rather than trying to exist on one or a few farmed crops which offered limited nutrition. Of the thousands of substances
involved in human metabolism, about 50 need to be supplied by diet. The other compounds can be supplied by the
metabolic processes of the body. The recipes are delicious, ranging from appetizers to main courses, from soups, to fish, to
desserts. Find out about the 3 Deadly Sins: Too much food, Too much sugar and carbohydrates, and Too much processed
foods. "If we don't use food as our medicine, we will use medicine as our food." -- Anon

The Diva Steals a Chocolate Kiss
Garrett’s having a pretty good morning until, five minutes in, he finds a strange child named Penny Dreadful poking around
his apartment. Before he can figure out who the mysterious urchin really is, he’s hired to investigate how an old crime boss
ended up in a coma—leaving his beautiful, criminally insane daughter to run the family business. The boss’s daughter has
some lascivious designs on Garrett—and some deadly ones, too. But she’s not the only one dreaming up ways to finish off
the endangered private eye—who now has to figure out why everyone is suddenly after him

The Diva Cooks a Goose
Includes an excerpt from The diva sweetens the pie.

Diva Q's Barbecue
The chieftains of Sevenwaters have long been custodians of a vast and mysterious forest?and a new heir has been born.
But the family?s joy turns to despair when the baby is taken, and something unnatural is left in his place. To reclaim her
newborn brother, Clodagh must enter the shadowy Otherworld and confront the powerful prince who rules there?
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Death of a Cookbook Author
“[Fortune Favors the Dead has] razor-sharp style, tons of flair, a snappy sense of humor, and all the most satisfying
elements of a really good noir novel, plus plenty of original twists of its own.”—Tana French A wildly charming and fastpaced mystery written with all the panache of the hardboiled classics, Fortune Favors the Dead introduces Pentecost and
Parker, an audacious new detective duo for the ages. It's 1942 and Willowjean "Will" Parker is a scrappy circus runaway
whose knife-throwing skills have just saved the life of New York's best, and most unorthodox, private investigator, Lillian
Pentecost. When the dapper detective summons Will a few days later, she doesn't expect to be offered a life-changing
proposition: Lillian's multiple sclerosis means she can't keep up with her old case load alone, so she wants to hire Will to be
her right-hand woman. In return, Will is to receive a salary, room and board, and training in Lillian's very particular art of
investigation. Three years later, Will and Lillian are on the Collins case: Abigail Collins was found bludgeoned to death with a
crystal ball following a big, boozy Halloween party at her home--her body slumped in the same chair where her steel
magnate husband shot himself the year before. With rumors flying that Abigail was bumped off by the vengeful spirit of her
husband (who else could have gotten inside the locked room?), the family has tasked the detectives with finding answers
where the police have failed. But that's easier said than done in a case that involves messages from the dead, a seductive
spiritualist, and Becca Collins--the beautiful daughter of the deceased, who Will quickly starts falling for. When Will and
Becca's relationship dances beyond the professional, Will finds herself in dangerous territory, and discovers she may have
become the murderer's next target.

Sugar and Iced
A tea shop owner in Pennsylvania’s Amish country is steeped in a murder case in this mystery in the USA Today-bestselling
series—includes recipes! As local merchants unite to attract tourists for a much anticipated weekend quilting event in
Pennsylvania’s Amish country, business is sure to spill over into eateries like Daisy’s Tea Garden. Gorgeous craftwork is
hanging everywhere—but among the quilts, potholders, and placemats, one gallery owner is wrapped up in some
dangerous affairs. Reese Masemer had been dating one of Daisy’s employees, Tessa, an artist, though their last interaction
was as strained as a cup of loose leaf tea. Now Reese has been found dead near a covered bridge where Tessa’s been
practicing her sketches. She’s the obvious suspect, but Daisy’s learning that there were some major secrets in Reese’s
background, and several of his relationships were infused with resentment. To save Tessa, she’ll have to find out who’s
tainted this quaint little town with murder… “Readers are immediately drawn to main character Daisy Swanson and her
beloved Aunt Iris.”—Suspense Magazine

The Diva Cooks Up a Storm
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In New York Times bestselling author Krista Davis’s new Domestic Diva mystery, a trendy, underground dinner club leaves
some guests six-feet-under the table—and entertaining professional and amateur sleuth Sophie Winston hopes she has all
the right ingredients to put a murderer on ice . . . Sophie Winston can whip up an elaborate event in her sleep, but as the
hippest hostess she rarely gets to enjoy the full guest treatment. Which is why her best friend, Nina Reid Norwood, loops
her in to the latest culinary craze: a pop-up gourmet dinner party. The celebrity chef, epicurean menu, and high-profile
attendees are all a surprise, turning the decadent dining experience into the hottest ticket in Old Town. But Sophie’s just
pleased as punch that she can join her fellow foodies in some fun . . . The posh party proves to be a recipe for disaster when
Hollis Haberman sours spirits by bringing his own hot new dish—his young trophy wife. With Hollis’s son and ex-wife in
attendance, there may be more heat at the table than in the kitchen. But the next morning, Sophie discovers Hollis
swallowing his last bits of air, and she must scramble to stop a killer before anyone else eats their last meal. Includes
delicious recipes and entertaining tips! Praise for Krista Davis “Loaded with atmosphere and charm.” —Library Journal “A
tasty whodunit, which keeps the reader fascinated until the killer is iced.” —Richmond Times Dispatch “Reader alert: Tasty
descriptions may spark intense cupcake cravings.” —The Washington Post

The Diva Serves High Tea
Before she can share her newfound secret that will forever enrich the Colter family legacy, Lily, while preparing for a longawaited Colter family reunion, must finally confront her past in order to embrace the future. Original. 250,000 first printing.

Murder, She Barked
In the third Domestic Diva mystery, a decorating project leaves Sophie Winston with a deadly case that has to be seen to be
believed Sophie Winston’s reclusive neighbor, Professor Mordecai Artemus, has died and left his sprawling home to his
Pomeranian. Sophie feels a tad guilty for not having befriended Mordecai, but at least she’s not as heartless as her nemesis
Natasha, who’s descended on the house with a crew of interior designers and contractors to renovate the place for the
statewide Spring Home and Garden Tour. Even Sophie’s been assigned a room to decorate: the family room, where the
Professor did most of his living—and where he died. In the midst of cleaning, spackling and painting, Sophie uncovers a
second body—but when next she looks it’s disappeared! Now Sophie has to hammer away to discover the truth about the
missing man, before her best friend gets nailed for murder Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

A High-End Finish
The New York Times bestselling author of The Diva Steals a Chocolate Kiss serves up a new mystery steeped in murder
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When The Parlour opens up in town, domestic diva Sophie Winston finally has a place to satisfy her cravings for all things
tea and crumpet related. And the shop serves as the perfect place for the ladies of the town to gather and gossip, especially
since it’s conveniently located right across the street from the new antique store run by the handsome and charming
Robert Johnson. But speculation around Robert really boils over when he’s found dead—a victim of poisoning after attending
a literacy fundraiser at The Parlour the night before. What Sophie learns about the man leaves a bitter taste in her mouth,
and she’ll have to strain out a killer from a strange brew of suspects Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

Color Me Murder
For the first meeting of the Ashton Corners Mystery Readers and Cheese Straws Society, six friends gather in Molly
Matthews's old Southern mansion-including Lizzie Turner, a reading specialist with a penchant for mysteries. But the
mystery book club meeting becomes the scene of an actual murder when a stranger is shot-and nobody knows who the
victim is, or how Molly' antique gun came to be used as the murder weapon. Then Lizzie begins finding mysterious
manuscript chapters in her mailbox. As she and the book club members try to read between the lines, Molly surfaces as the
next name on the killer's list

Sunday Best Dishes
Diva Q, host of the hit TV show BBQ Crawl, brings us her backyard barbecue recipes, with more than 185 grilling favorites
for absolutely everyone. Diva Q's (aka Danielle Bennett's) backyard barbecue book is packed with simple recipes for casual,
down-to-earth family food. Get started with the six recipes you need to know most, then move to chapters on appetizers,
pork, bacon (Diva Q's claim to fame), beef, fowl, seafood, sides, salads, slaws, breads and desserts, that take you from the
basics to the best the barbecue world has to offer. Plenty of meatless options are included, including Portobello-Cheddar
Burgers, Smokin' Good Sweet Potatoes with Bourbon Butter and The Ultimate Mac and Cheese. With more than just recipes,
Diva Q takes all the guesswork out of grilling for you, with guidance on everying from getting great char marks, to picking
the right meat--and even points you to her YouTube videos online for extra help. If it's got anything to do with barbecue,
Diva Q has got you covered! Diva Q's Barbecue is an indispensable book for every backyard barbecuer, and the perfect
companion when cooking for a crowd. So fire up the grill and invite your friends over--because life's too short for bad
barbecue!

The Coloring Crook
In the ninth Domestic Diva Mystery, New York Times bestselling author Krista Davis unwraps a tale in which chocolate is the
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kiss of death… Domestic Diva Sophie Winston is in charge of the sweetest event in Old Town this summer. Amore
Chocolates is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary with a chocolate tasting at the mansion of the company’s CEO, Joe
Merano—and Sophie is running the show. With cookies, candy, and five kinds of chocolate cake, it’s a chocolate lover’s
dream! But when Joe goes missing, the celebration becomes bittersweet. And when Sophie discovers the body of a
competing chocolatier in the guesthouse, the event turns downright deadly. As if that wasn’t enough, Sophie’s been
receiving daily boxes of sweet treats. After ruling out her new beau and her exes, Sophie wonders if someone’s trying to
send her a message—and if she’s next on a chocoholic’s hit list Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

Fortune Favors the Dead
Sunday Best Dishes By: Jorj Morgan Sunday is the day we relax, worship, cheer on our team, picnic, and generally share
time together. Cooking is an excellent way to unwind; a passionate hobby with results that are deliciously shared with
friends and family. Combining the two thoughts, Sundays are the best day to have fun in the kitchen. Whether you’re
perfecting your potluck dish to share with friends, packing up a family picnic for a group hike, besting your burger for your
pre-game tailgate party, or working on a new skill yielding gourmet results, it’s not all about food—it’s about how you
invent it and who you share it with. What better day to begin than Sunday!

Whispering Nickel Idols
Recounts the events of March 13, 1964, when a young woman in Queens was slain in plain sight of witnesses who heard her
cries for help but chose not to get involved.

The Diva Takes the Cake
Includes A Front and Back Cover for You to Color! By day, Florrie Fox manages Color Me Read bookstore in Georgetown,
Washington D.C. By night, she creates her own intricately detailed coloring books for adults, filling the pages with objects
that catch her eye. There’s plenty of inspiration in her new apartment—a beautiful carriage house belonging to Professor
John Maxwell, Florrie’s boss. He offers the property to Florrie rent-free with one condition—she must move in immediately to
prevent his covetous sister and nephew from trying to claim it. When the professor’s nephew, Delbert, arrives, he proves
just as sketchy as Florrie feared. But the following morning, Delbert has vanished. It’s not until she visits the third floor of
the store that Florrie makes a tragic discovery—there’s a trap door in the landing, and a dead Delbert inside. The esteemed
Professor Maxwell is an obvious suspect, but Florrie is certain this case isn’t so black and white. Doodling clues, she begins
to consider other colorful characters on the scene, all with a motive for murder. With a killer drawing closer, Florrie will need
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to think outside the lines . . . before death makes his mark again. "Clearly this book was written by a genius." --Buzzfeed
Digital edition contains a link to the downloadable color-it-yourself cover art!

Vegan Divas Cookbook
Chef Angie Amalfi can't wait to take off from the city for a week to help devise a delicious vegetarian menu for a lovely new
B&B in scenic northern California. The not-yet-open-for-business Hill Haven Inn will be the perfect place to take her budding
romance with her homicide detective boyfriend Paavo to the next level! But the situation awaiting them turns out to be less
than ideal—with battling investors, rumors of ghosts, cold drafts, a leaky roof . . . and an owner whose idea of haute cuisine
might be acceptable for farm animals. And when a furious rainstorm traps everyone inside, it becomes painfully apparent
that there's a murderer among them . . . and that the only recipe being concocted in the Hill Haven kitchen is one for
disaster. But Angie's determined to solve the case and salvage her romantic getaway . . . or die trying!

The Diva Digs Up the Dirt
Sophie Winston begins to wonder if her future brother-in-law is a murderer after his ex-wife is found hanging from a
pergola.

The Diva Frosts a Cupcake
When a spooky celebration in Arborville, New Jersey conjures real scares, can Pamela and the Knit and Nibble Club sink
their teeth into a bone-chilling mystery that just won’t rest in peace? Among the countless revelers at the town’s muchanticipated Halloween parade, a woman dressed as Little Bo Peep is the only one making people scream bloody murder. In
a scene straight out of a horror movie, the Knit and Nibblers find the nursery rhyme character dead with thick strands of
yarn looped around her neck. Pamela and her best friend, Bettina, are set on pinning down who wanted the woman gone
forever, but it’ll take every trick they can muster to catch the culprit without becoming the next poor souls to join Little Bo
Peep’s dark, endless sleep . . . Knitting tips and delicious recipes included!

Cooking Up Trouble
From New York Times bestselling author and blogger Heather B. Armstrong comes an honest and irreverent
memoir—reminiscent of the New York Times bestseller Brain on Fire—about her experience as the third person ever to
participate in an experimental treatment for depression involving ten rounds of a chemically induced coma approximating
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brain death. For years, Heather B. Armstrong has alluded to her struggle with depression on her website, dooce. It’s
scattered throughout her archive, where it weaves its way through posts about pop culture, music, and motherhood. In
2016, Heather found herself in the depths of a depression she just couldn’t shake, an episode darker and longer than
anything she had previously experienced. She had never felt so discouraged by the thought of waking up in the morning,
and it threatened to destroy her life. For the sake of herself and her family, Heather decided to risk it all by participating in
an experimental clinical trial. Now, for the first time, Heather recalls the torturous eighteen months of suicidal depression
she endured and the month-long experimental study in which doctors used propofol anesthesia to quiet all brain activity for
a full fifteen minutes before bringing her back from a flatline. Ten times. The experience wasn’t easy. Not for Heather or her
family. But a switch was flipped, and Heather hasn’t experienced a single moment of suicidal depression since.
“Breathtakingly honest” (Lisa Genova, New York Times bestselling author), self-deprecating, and scientifically fascinating,
The Valedictorian of Being Dead brings to light a groundbreaking new treatment for depression. The Valedictorian of Being
Dead was previously published with the subtitle “The True Story of Dying Ten Times to Live.”

Triple Chocolate Cheesecake Murder
FIRST IN THE SERIES! Domestic diva Sophie Winston is about to learn that some dishes are best served cold Few can
compete with local celebrity Natasha Smith when it comes to entertaining, but Sophie Winston is determined to try. Her
childhood rival may have stolen the spotlight—and her husband—but this Thanksgiving Sophie is determined to rob
Natasha of the prize for Alexandria, Virginia's Stupendous Stuffing Shakedown. She just needs the right ingredient. But
Sophie's search for the perfect turkey takes a basting when she stumbles across a corpse. And when the police find her
name and photo inside the victim's car, Sophie will have to set her trussing aside to solve the murder—or she'll be serving
up prison grub Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

Diva Cooking
After a celebrity ghostwriter dies on the job, Old Town’s favorite entertaining expert and sporadic sleuth, Sophie Winston,
whips up an impromptu investigation in the new Domestic Diva mystery from New York Times bestselling author, Krista
Davis . . . Sophie never considered ghostwriting as a side gig, until former actress and aspiring lifestyle guru, Tilly Stratford,
trophy wife of Wesley Winthrope, needs someone to write her celebrity cookbook. Sophie agrees, hoping she’ll earn enough
bread on this assignment to finish her bathroom renovations. But as it turns out, Sophie isn’t the first foodie to get a taste
for recipe ghostwriting, and if the marginalia are any indication, this project could be a killer . . . Wesley claims professional
ghostwriter, Abby Bergeron, suddenly abandoned Tilly’s cookbook with no warning. But Sophie quickly discovers that Abby
may be more ghost than writer now . . . and her disappearance was no accident. So Sophie cracks open a fresh
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investigation, but sifting the seasoned murderer from this sampling of salty suspects won’t be easy. Will Sophie savor
another case closed or will the culprit simply melt away? Includes delicious recipes and entertaining tips!

Dying on the Vine
Italian detective Gideon Oliver investigates what is believed by the local Tuscan authorities to be a murder-suicide when a
couples' remains are discovered in a vineyard.

The Diva Wraps it Up
Spring has sprung in Lake Eden, Minnesota, but Hannah Swensen doesn’t have time to stop and smell the roses—not with
hot cross buns to make, treats to bake, and a sister to exonerate! Hannah’s up to her ears with Easter orders rushing in at
The Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother’s penthouse. But everything comes crashing
to a halt when Hannah receives a panicked call from her sister Andrea—Mayor Richard Bascomb has been murdered . . .
and Andrea is the prime suspect. Even with his reputation for being a bully, Mayor Bascomb—or “Ricky Ticky,” as Hannah’s
mother likes to call him—had been unusually testy in the days leading up to his death, leaving Hannah to wonder if he knew
he was in danger. Meanwhile, folks with a motive for mayoral murder are popping up in Lake Eden. Was it a beleaguered
colleague? A political rival? A jealous wife? Or a scorned mistress? As orders pile up at The Cookie Jar—and children line up
for Easter egg hunts—Hannah must spring into investigation mode and identify the real killer . . . before another murder
happens! Features Over a Dozen Cookie and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

Murder with Cinnamon Scones
In New York Times bestselling author Krista Davis’s new Domestic Diva mystery, Old Town’s annual Pie Festival crumbles
into chaos after a celebrity judge is murdered, leaving it up to entertaining maven and sometime-sleuth Sophie Winston to
dole out justice . . . Nothing heats up Old Town quite like the annual Pie Festival, and this year is no exception, especially
since Sophie’s professional rival, Natasha Smith, is barred from participating. Sophie, meanwhile, has been asked to
oversee the pie-eating contest. But the drama really rolls out when celebrity judge, Patsy Lee Presley, host of television’s
most popular cooking show, bites the crust during the competition, and Sophie’s friends are suspected of the crime. As the
folks of Old Town dish, the tough truth about Patsy’s meteoric rise to domestic stardom begins to leak. It turns out that
Patsy’s sweet exterior hid a secret sour side, which alienated many of her closest allies, including a jilted ex-husband, a
bitter ex-mentor, and a jaded ex-best friend. With the festival falling apart, and her friends in danger of being boxed up for
murder, Sophie must cobble together the clues and stop a flakey fiend from serving up any more deadly desserts. Includes
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delicious recipes and entertaining tips! Praise for Krista Davis “Loaded with atmosphere and charm.” —Library Journal “A
tasty whodunit, which keeps the reader fascinated until the killer is iced.” —Richmond Times-Dispatch “Reader alert: Tasty
descriptions may spark intense cupcake cravings.” —The Washington Post

A Killer Read
Food and cocktails columnist Hayley Powell will be cooking alongside top chefs at a cookbook author's party. But a killer
plans to ruin her appetite . . . When Hayley's idol, cookbook author and TV personality Penelope Janice, invites her to
participate in a Fourth of July celebrity cook-off at her seaside estate in Seal Harbor, Maine, Hayley couldn't be more
flattered. She just hopes she can measure up. With a who's who of famous chefs whipping up their signature dishes, this
holiday weekend has all the ingredients for a once-in-a-lifetime culinary experience. Instead, Hayley gets food poisoning her
first night and thinks she overhears two people cooking up a murder plot. The next morning, a body is found at the bottom
of a cliff. Tragic accident or foul play? To solve a real cliffhanger, Hayley will need to uncover some simmering
secrets—before a killer boils over again . . . Includes seven delectable recipes from Hayley’s kitchen! Praise for Death of a
Pumpkin Carver “Well-written . . . the story will keep any reader’s attention. After reading just one and meeting these
hysterical characters there is no doubt that you’ll go back.” —Suspense Magazine
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